RESEARCH IN THE MEDIA SPOTLIGHT – REDEFINING MENINGIOMA CLASSIFICATION

We were informed of several awards or other significant forms of recognition received in the last year, including:

- A phase II clinical trial is in the initial development stages.
- A laboratory investigation of the potential for meningioma cell reprogramming.

This means that, since 2015, our funded research has resulted in 380 journal publications reported in the last submission period, with 11 new databases or data handling systems which have the potential to make, or are already making, a significant difference to research.
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SPOTLIGHT OR INFLUENCE

Summarize your funded researchers’ contributions to the World Health Organization’s new international guideline on the classification of brain tumours, widely used in neuroscience and beyond.
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FURTHER FUNDING BREAKDOWN BY SECTOR (%)

- 44% Private
- 31% University
- 25% Charity

IMPROVING OUTCOMES: STIMULATING NEW RESEARCH

Further funding of £10 million was allocated to our year 2021-2022 as a result of our funded research, to enable greater impact and further influence in the future. This means that, since 2015, our funded research has resulted in 380 journal publications reported in the last submission period, with 11 new databases or data handling systems which have the potential to make, or are already making, a significant difference to research.